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About Baker Tillyy

Firm facts
> Established in 1931

> Offices located in 11 cities throughout Illinois, g ,
Michigan, Minnesota, New York, Washington DC 
and Wisconsin

> Over 1300 total staffOver 1300 total staff

> Baker Tilly is ranked as the 16th largest 
accounting and advisory firm in the United 
States according to Accounting Today’s 2011 listStates according to Accounting Today s 2011 list 
of “Top 100 firms.”

> Largest independent member of Baker Tilly 
International in the United States

Just a few of our 11 offices 
across the US.
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Agenda

> Cloud overview
> Cloud risks and challenges
> Emerging cloud control frameworks
> Assurance reporting
> Key take aways
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Key Construction Activities

Cloud Overview
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The Landscape

What is the Buzz

SaaS

PaaS

IaaS
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How do you define the Cloud?

“I shall not today attempt further to define the 
kinds of material I nderstand to be embracedkinds of material I understand to be embraced 
within that shorthand description; and perhaps 
I could never succeed in intelligibly doing soI could never succeed in intelligibly doing so. 
But I know it when I see it…”
—Justice Potter Stewart, concurring opinion inJustice Potter Stewart, concurring opinion in 
Jacobellis v. Ohio 378 U.S. 184 (1964)

Oracle CEO Larry Ellison Bashes 'Cloud Computing' Hype
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOEFXaWHppE&feature=player_detailpage
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The Landscape

What is Cloud Computing

Simply defined, SaaS is an application delivery model in 
which the user accesses software over the Internet, from 
anywhere, at any time. (Often called “On-Demand”.)

Five Key Elements:Five Key Elements:
> On-demand self-service: Get it when you need it
> Measured service: Pay for what you use 
> Rapid elasticity: Increase and decrease capacity quicklyp y p y q y
> Broad network access: Access it from any Internet connection
> Resource pooling: Share fixed costs, which lowers individual costs

So rce The NIST Definition of Clo d Comp tingSource:  The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing

One more for the auditors:
> Multitenant architecture: Common code set and database for all customers
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The Benefits

• Pay-as-you-go model
• Scalable solution that supports rapid 

business growth
C t t t th d /b i• Cost transparency to the end-user/business

• Quicker time to market for IT solutions
O• Outsourcing competencies that are not core 
to the business
E f li i• Ease of licensing
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Key Construction Activities

Cloud Risks and Challenges
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Cloud Risks at each layer

• Data portability• Proprietary development
• Configuration options / 

t d d
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Data portability
• Password management

Proprietary development 
platforms

• Encryption

standards
• VM security



Security: Two Perspectives

The Bad:The Bad:
• Cloud provider security 

doesn’t enhance 
competitive edge

The Good:
• In 2010 and 2011, there 

1 161 it p g
• Providers believe it is the 

customer’s responsibility
• Customers purchase cloud

were 1,161 security 
breaches made public per 
the Privacy Rights 
Cl i h Customers purchase cloud 

for lower costs and faster 
deployment  (Not improved 
security or compliance)

Clearinghouse
• 43 million records were 

compromised y p )
• Majority of providers don’t 

have dedicated security 
teams 

p
• Of those, 20 were from 

hacking or malware
• One of those was due in• One of those was due in 

part to a cloud partner
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Cloud Challenges   - Plan for the worst?

• Geographic location of data
• Data recoverability / exportData recoverability / export
• Security breaches
• Confidentiality
• Provider use of data
• Subpoenaed data

SLA D l t / M it i• SLA Development / Monitoring
• Change-in-control provisions
• Internal control verification• Internal control verification
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What should we be asking?

To our company:
• Do we understand our implementation and 

the key risks associated with our use of 
cloud technologiescloud technologies

To our cloud providers:To our cloud providers:
• How can you provide assurance and 

transparency into your control environmenttransparency into your control environment 
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Key Construction Activities

Emerging Cloud Control Frameworks
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Cloud Security Alliance –
Cloud Controls MatrixCloud Controls Matrix

Cloud Controls Matrix

What is it? • Part of CSA GRC stackWhat is it? • Part of CSA GRC stack
• Self assessment  framework for cloud service 

providers to disclose fundamental security controls
• Aligned with delivery models and supplier relationship
• Intended to create transparency / be shared publicly
• Draws from ISO 27001/27002, ISACA COBIT, PCI, 

NIST, Jericho Forum and NERC CIP

How to use it? • See if cloud provider has published
• Encourage completion of the self assessment
• Evaluate responses in relation to your organization’s p y g

objectives
Challenges to IA • Adoption is still low
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Cloud Security Alliance –
Cloud Controls MatrixCloud Controls Matrix

10 primary categories
> Compliance> Compliance
> Data governance
> Facility security
> Human resources security
> Information security
> Legal> Legal
> Operations Management
> Risk Management
> Resiliency
> Security Architecture
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ISO 27001

ISO 27001

What is it? • Requirements for information security management system 
• PDCA process based model – Establish, Implement, Monitor, 

Improve
• It aims toward the “preservation of confidentiality, integrity and 

availability of information; in addition other properties such asavailability of information; in addition, other properties such as 
authenticity, accountability, non-repudiation and reliability can 
also be involved”

• Management standard, so organizations can be certified

How to use it? • Understand the process requirements contained within the 
standard and map to your organization’s requirements for 
incident managementincident management

Challenges to IA • It doesn’t guarantee that a company is secure
• Limited applicability to application changes
• Not to be confused with ISO 27002
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Not to be confused with ISO 27002
Publisher International Organization for Standardization 

(http://www.iso.org/iso/home.htm)



ISO 27001

- ISO/IEC 27001:2005
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ISACA Cloud Audit

Cloud Audit

What is it? • Work program to execute a controls review of a cloud providerp g p
• Focused in three areas: planning and scoping, governing the 

cloud, and operating in the cloud
• Also includes a framework for control maturity assessment

How to use it? • Use as a base work program to conduct a controls review of 
your cloud provider(s)your cloud provider(s)

Challenges to IA • Access to data… cloud provider may not be a willing 
participant

• Limited applicability to direct data modifications and applicationLimited applicability to direct data modifications and application 
changes

Publisher ISACA (http://www.isaca.org/Knowledge-
Center/Research/ResearchDeliverables/Pages/Cloud-
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Alignment to Cloud Audit

1. Planning and scoping the audit CCM ISO 27001

1.1  Define the audit/assurance objectives. 
The audit/assurance objectives are high level and describe the overall audit goals.

1 2 D fi th b d i f i1.2  Define the boundaries of review.                                 
The review must have a defined scope. Understand the core business process and its alignment with IT, 
in its noncloud form and current or future cloud implementation.

1.3  Identify and document risks.                                                         
The risk assessment is necessary to evaluate where audit resources should be focused. In most 
enterprises, audit resources are not available for all processes. The risk-based approach assures 
utilization of audit resources in the most effective manner.

1.4  Define the change process.                                                        
The initial audit approach is based on the reviewer’s understanding of the operating environment and 
associated risks. As further research and analysis are performed, changes to the scope and approach 
may result.

1.5  Define assignment success.                                                       
The success factors need to be identified. Communication among the IT audit/assurance team, other 
assurance teams and the enterprise is essential.

1 6 D fi th dit/ i d1.6  Define the audit/assurance resources required.                         
The audit/assurance resources required for a successful review need to be defined. 

1.7  Define deliverables.                                                                   
The deliverable is not limited to the final report. Communication between the audit/assurance teams and 
the process owner about the number, format, timing and nature of deliverables is essential to assignment
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the process owner about the number, format, timing and nature of deliverables is essential to assignment 
success.

1.8  Communications                                                               
The audit/assurance process must be clearly communicated to the customer/client. 22



Alignment to Cloud Audit

2. Governing the cloud CCM ISO 27001

2.1 Governance and Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)  
• Governance functions are established to ensure effective and sustainable management 

processes that result in transparency of business decisions, clear lines of responsibility,processes that result in transparency of business decisions, clear lines of responsibility, 
information security in alignment with regulatory and customer organization standards, 
and accountability. 

• Risk management practices are implemented to evaluate inherent risks within the cloud 
computing model, identify appropriate control mechanisms, and ensure that residual risk 
i ithi t bl l lis within acceptable levels. 

• A process to manage information risk exists and is integrated into the organization’s 
overall ERM framework.  Information risk management information and metrics are 
available for the information security function to manage risks within the risk tolerance of 
the data owner.                         

• The customer recognizes the outsourced relationship with the service provider. The 
customer understands its responsibilities for controls, and the service provider has 
provided assurances of sustainability of those controls.

2.2 Legal and Electronic Discovery                           g y
• The service provider and customer establish bilateral agreements and procedures to 

ensure contractual obligations are satisfied, and these obligations address the 
compliance requirements of both the customer and service provider. 

• Legal issues relating to functional, jurisdictional and contractual requirements are 
addressed to protect both parties and these issues are documented approved and
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addressed to protect both parties, and these issues are documented, approved and 
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Alignment to Cloud Audit

2. Governing the cloud CCM ISO 27001

2.3 Compliance and Audit                                    
• The right to audit is clearly defined and satisfies the assurance requirements of the g y q

customer’s board of directors, audit charter, external auditors and any regulators having 
jurisdiction over the customer.

• The service provider’s operating environment should be subject to audit to satisfy the 
customer’s audit charter, compliance requirements and good practice controls without 
restrictionrestriction.

• The use of cloud computing does not invalidate or violate any customer compliance 
agreement.

• Service provider security assurance is provided through ISO27001 Certification. 

2 4 Portability and Interoperability2.4 Portability and Interoperability                        
• Planning for the migration of data, such as formats and access, is essential to reducing 

operational and financial risks at the end of the contract. The transition of services should 
be considered at the beginning of contract negotiations.
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Alignment to Cloud Audit

3. Operating in the cloud CCM ISO 27001

3.1 Incident Response, Notification and Remediation  
• Incident notifications, responses, and remediation are documented, timely, address the , p , , y,

risk of the incident, escalated as necessary and are formally closed.

3.2 Application Security                                              
• Applications are developed with an understanding of the interdependencies inherent in 

cloud applications, requiring a risk analysis and design of configuration management and 
provisioning process that will withstand changing application architectures. 

3.3 Data Security and Integrity                                     
• Data are securely transmitted and maintained to prevent unauthorized access and 

modification.

3.4 Identity and Access Management                             
• Identity processes assure only authorized users have access to the data and resources, 

user activities can be audited and analyzed, and the customer has control over access 
management.

3.5 Virtualization                                                           
• Virtualization operating systems are hardened to prevent cross-contamination with other 

customer environments.
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Key Construction Activities

Other Control Assurance Reporting 
Frameworks
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SOC1

Service Organization  Control 1

What is it? Report on Controls at a Service Organization Relevant to UserWhat is it? Report on Controls at a Service Organization Relevant to User 
Entities' Internal Control over Financial Reporting 

How to use it? These reports are important components of user entities’ 
evaluation of their internal controls over financial reporting forevaluation of their internal controls over financial reporting for 
purposes of comply with laws and regulations such as the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act and the user entities’ auditors as they plan 
and perform audits of the user entities’ financial statements

Challenges to IA • Focus on financial reporting controls - it may not cover all the 
controls you care about. Typical controls may include: 

• Logical Security
• Physical Security & Environmental Security• Physical Security & Environmental Security
• User Access
• Change Management

• Restricted to customers
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SOC 2/3

Service Organization  Control 2/3

What is it? Report on Controls at a Service Organization Relevant to SecurityWhat is it? Report on Controls at a Service Organization Relevant to Security, 
Availability, Processing Integrity, Confidentiality or Privacy.
(Trust Services Principles – Including WebTrust & SysTrust)

How to use it? These reports are intended for use by stakeholders (e.g., customers,How to use it? These reports are intended for use by stakeholders (e.g., customers, 
regulators, business partners, suppliers, directors) of the service 
organization to  form an important part of stakeholders:
• Understanding of operations

O i ht f th i ti• Oversight of the organization 
• Vendor management program 
• Internal corporate governance and risk management processes 
• Regulatory oversight g y g

Challenges to IA • Some objectives require significant auditor judgment
• Restricted to those familiar with subject matter(SOC2)
• Limited Info (SOC3) – General Use Report
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AWS Example

AWS Certifications and Third-party Attestations 
• SOC 1 (SSAE 16/ISAE 3402) 
• FISMA Moderate 
• PCI DSS Level 1 
• ISO 27001 
• International Traffic in Arms Regulations 
• FIPS 140-2Key Compliance Issues and AWSFIPS 140 2Key Compliance Issues and AWS 

Strong customer compliance and governance might include the following basic 
approach:approach: 
1. Review information available from AWS together with other information to understand as 
much of the entire IT environment as possible, and then document all compliance 
requirements. q
2. Design and implement control objectives to meet the enterprise compliance 
requirements. 
3. Identify and document controls owned by outside parties. 
4 Verify that all control objectives are met and all key controls are designed and operating
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4. Verify that all control objectives are met and all key controls are designed and operating 
effectively. 



AWS Example continued
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Key Take Aways

> Evolving reporting landscape combines self 
assessment and independent ass ranceassessment and independent assurance 
reports

> Still need to understand how contract> Still need to understand how contract 
addresses operational risks

> Work with cloud providers to exercise right-> Work with cloud providers to exercise right-
to-audit clause or complete CCM self 
assessment
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Thank you

Tom Wojcinski
414.777.5536

tom.wojcinski@bakertilly.com

Chris Tait
414.777.5515

christopher.tait@bakertilly.com


